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Annual outbreaks due to water-borne diseases and coinciding with the occurrence of droughts and floods
(extreme weather events)



Index

2. Three examples:
- EU Mission on adaptation- Manual for citizen and stakeholder 
engagement (MIP4Adapt)- EU
- Results on a national survey (Elcano)- Spain
- Capacity building on climate data and health (Icatalist and 
Empower Insight for CAN)- Africa



Example 1- EU Mission on 
adaptation- technical 
assistance to regions and 
local authorities on how on 
how to engage citizens and 
stakeholders



The increased impacts from extreme events

1980-2022:
EUR 650 billion in economic losses

⮚ en 2021: EUR 60 billion (EUR 40  floods Bélgium and Germany)
⮚ en 2022: EUR 54 billion (fires, droughts and heat waves)

en billones EUR (2022 precios)

source: EEA 2023
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DiY manual for 
Stakeholder and 

Citizen engagement

Link to the Manual

https://research-and-innovation.ec.europa.eu/document/download/56804bb8-ddb9-40c8-8370-1648e2262b80_en?filename=ec_diy-manual-adaptation-climate-change-mission.pdf


Example 2- National survey 
on climate change and 
acceptability of adaptation 
measures e.g. water re-use



Citizens and Climate Change 2023
Authors: Lara Lázaro Touza, Carmen González Enríquez y Jóse Pablo Martínez

Source: Adapted from Ajzen I. From intentions to actions: a theory of planned behavior. In: Kuhl J, 

Beckmann J, ed. Action Control. Berlin, Heidelberg: Springer Berlin Heidelberg; 1985. p. 11–39.

Theoretical Framing - Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen, 1991)



www.realinstitutoelcano.org    │ @rielcano

Greatest concerns and Climate change

• Results
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Figura 2. Mayor amenaza a las que se enfrenta el mundo 
(por orden de elección; base=1.000) 

Fig 2 Biggest threat currently faced in the world (sample: 1000)
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• Results
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The perception on the 
impacts from climate 
change increases while 
denial on climate 
change and its 
anthropogenic causes 
also increases

Fig 17 Evolution on climate change perception 
(sample 2019:990 and 2023:1000)

Humans are 
mainly responsible

We see the impact across the 
worldClimate change exists         



www.realinstitutoelcano.org    │ @rielcano

A significant percentage 
believes in its self-capacity

Fig 6 Perception on the capacity of action by individuals and 
acceptance of reused water (sample: 1000)

Very much agree         

You can use les energy

Your consumption patterns are 
important for the environement

You can use les water

You would be prepared to use potable 
reused wáter (recycled)

Very much disagree

P , f 
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nrfenrfelrnVery much agree         

Survey on citizens 
incl. acceptance of non-conventional water use



Example 3- Capacity 
building for public 
authorities on climate data 
and health





Thank you for your 
attention! 
Gracias! Merci!
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